
Introduction
Echolocating bats use biosonar to feed and navigate. 
Bats need to localize echo returns from airborne prey in 
order to track and capture them. Bats, like other 
mammals, use spatial cues that are embedded in the 
head related transfer function (HRTF) to localize sound 
sources. Our earlier study of the HRTF of the 
echolocating bat, Eptesicus fuscus, revealed binaural 
spectral cues for sound localization (Aytekin et. al., 
2004, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. In press). We found that 
interaural level difference (ILD) cues change in relation 
to both azimuth and elevation. This differs from the 
classical view that ILD is strictly a cue for localizing 
sound source azimuth. We also found that ILD 
changed dominantly with azimuth below 40 kHz and 
with elevation above this frequency.
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Contour lines are plotted with 3-dB separation.

ILD changes with azimuth and 
elevation

Elevation-independent ILD 
must show local change 
vectors  (gradient vectors, 
shown in red) that orient 
parallel to the normal vector of 
the cone of confusion surfaces 
(gray surfaces).

Elevation-dependent ILD 
must show gradient vectors 
(blue) parallel to the cone of 
confusion surfaces.

 

Distribution of ILD gradient vectors’ angle to the cone of 
confusion surface normals

Below 40 kHz ILD changes dominantly as a function of azimuth.
Above 40 kHz vertical local ILD changes are dominant.

These observations strongly suggest that bats may be able to use 
wideband ILD information to localize sound source azimuth 
and elevation. Similar ideas have been proposed by Grinnell and 
Grinnell (J. Physiol. (London) 181(4), 830-851, (1965)) and 
Fuzessery and Pollak (Science, 225, 725-728 (1984)).

Bat ILD challenges the common dichotomy of 
independent cues for sound source azimuth 

and elevation.

ILD gradient vectors’ orientation relates to elevation 
dependence of the interaural level difference
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A Closer Look at ILD Based 
Sound Localization

The ILD Voting Model:

The model consists of two blocks. Each block evaluates ILD 
in   different frequency ranges (below and above 40 kHz). A 
triangulation procedure is used in each block to obtain a 
likelihood map of sound source locations. Maps from each 
compartment are later fused to produce a robust estimation of 
the sound source direction.

Triangulation:

Each spatial position whose ILD values matching the 
observed level difference receives one vote. A  likelihood map 
is the normalized spatial distributions of the cumulative votes 
from a block. The fusion of the maps is realized via point by 
point multiplication of these maps.

An example of the model’s performance:

A white dot on each contour plot represents the position of the 
sound source that was presented to the model.

For the frequencies below 40 kHz, spatial positions on the 
same ILD contour received the most votes, as expected (ILD 
gradient vectors mostly perpendicular to the cone of confusion 
surfaces).

Above 40 kHz, vote for the original stimulus  location is 
dramaticaly higher. Other spatial positions that received high 
votes are around the  mid-sagittal axis.
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ILD Voting Model’s 
Performance

Effect of noise:

Average angular error that the model made in estimating sound 
source position is tested under noisy ILD stimulus conditions 
(White Gaussian noise is added to the ILD). Mean square error 
of the predictions are obtained for low pass (f < 40 kHz), high 
pass (f > 40 kHz) and full bandwidth (20 kHz < f <90 kHz) 

o ostimuli conditions. 551 frontal positions (-90 to 90  azimuth, -
o o60 to 90  elevation) were chosen for the analysis and each 

stimulus position was tested 10 times.

Low pass stimuli: Original (black dots) and the predicted 
sound source positions are parallel to the ILD contour lines 
(red), suggesting ambiguous localization along the ILD 
contours.

Original and predicted positions are connected with green 
lines.

High pass stimuli: Smaller errors are observed as a result 
of  spatial complexity of the ILD at this frequency region 
(f>40 kHz). Positions around the mid-sagittal axis and 
upper frontal hemisphere produced larger errors.
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Spatial distribution of the prediciton errors
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